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Deep, deep down in their underground town, the prairie dogs live in harmony--until a mysterious,

fluorescent, very fuzzy thing (otherwise known as a tennis ball) rolls down their hole. When the

prairie dogs discover that they can pluck and pull the fuzz into fabulous fashions, their fear quickly

turns to curiosity, then delight, then pure greed.The frenzy that erupts threatens to tear apart the

prairie-dog town forever. But when mean ol' Big Bark is kidnapped after taking all the fuzz for

himself, the prairie dogs come to the rescue and remember the true meaning of community.
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As a speech and language expert with Play on Words, I look for great language enhancing books:

Violet, the dog, innocently drops her tennis ball down a prairie dog's tunnel, setting off the "fuzz

frenzy." "Boink, thump, rumble, and plunk" is just the beginning of this delightful journey of a fuzzy

ball through the land of prairie dogs, filling your child with rich vocabulary and delightful drawings.

Bossy Big Bark is the control freak who wants everyone to stay away from the questionable object

while Pip Squeak ventures forth for a look. The new found fuzz is stretched, tugged, spiked and

twirled into creative hats, belts, rabbit ears and Indian headdresses. Children learn that language is

fun when combined in tangles like "fuzz fiesta," and "fuzz fandangle." Naturally there is competition



over who will get this new green fuzzy treasure and Pip Squeak is mortified that he had started a

battle over the fuzz. Big Bark returns, having stolen all the fuzz, only to be plucked up by an eagle in

need of a meal. The prairie dogs rally to save one of their own and Big Bark returns in his protective

role over the pack.Children like to match the drawings with the descriptions: "top dog, corny dog and

frilly dog." Take some time to make a list of your child's descriptive words for Big Bark (bossy,

ornery, inconsiderate, impatient) and Pip Squeak (inquisitive, kind, leader). Building good

descriptive words will prepare your child for writing interesting stories. Do they have a friend like Big

Bark? Or is their friend more like Pip Squeak? One little girl that I read this book to was having a

little trouble with a bossy friend. What an opportunity to work through issues with peers.Before

turning the page of The Great Fuzz Frenzy, make a prediction about what is going to happen.
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